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Abstract
This paper examines the importance of surface geometry of hippocampus
for the analysis of the Alzheimer’s disease (AD). We propose a disease clas-
sification model, called the QC-SPHARM, for the early detection of AD.
The proposed QC-SPHARM can distinguish between normal control (NC)
subjects and AD patients, as well as between amnestic mild cognitive im-
pairment (aMCI) patients having high possibility progressing into AD and
those who do not. Using the spherical harmonics (SPHARM) based registra-
tion, hippocampal surfaces segmented from the ADNI data are individually
registered to a template surface constructed from the NC subjects using
SPHARM. Local geometric distortions of the deformation from the template
surface to each subject are quantified in terms of conformality distortions
and curvatures distortions. The measurements are combined with the spher-
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ical harmonics coefficients and the total volume change of the subject from
the template. Afterwards, a t-test based feature selection method incorpo-
rating the bagging strategy is applied to extract those local regions having
high discriminating power of the two classes. The disease diagnosis machine
can therefore be built using the data under the Support Vector Machine
(SVM) setting. Using 110 NC subjects and 110 AD patients from the ADNI
database, the proposed algorithm achieves 85.2% testing accuracy on 80 ran-
dom samples as testing subjects, with the incorporation of surface geometry
in the classification machine. Using 20 aMCI patients who has advanced to
AD during a two-year period and another 20 aMCI patients who remain non-
AD for the next two years, the algorithm achieves 81.2% accuracy using 10
randomly picked subjects as testing data. Our proposed method is 6%−15%
better than other classification models without the incorporation of surface
geometry. The results demonstrate the advantages of using local geometric
distortions as the discriminating criterion for early AD diagnosis.
Keywords: Hippocampus, Alzheimer’s Disease, Amnestic Mild Cognitive
Impairment, Disease Classification, Medical Image Analysis
1. Introduction
Recent research show that the Alzheimer’s disease (AD) population is
growing rapidly due to the world-wide ageing problem [1, 2, 3, 4]. As an
incurable disease, early detection is particularly crucial in the perspective of
early intervention to slow down the progress of the disease. However, definite
clinical diagnosis of AD in prodromal stage is merely impossible as significant
symptoms in terms of memory impairment only shows in a late stage of the
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disease. More often, patients suffering from the prodromal stage of AD are
clinically classified as amnestic mild cognitive impairment (aMCI). And the
discovery that not all aMCI patients would progress to AD adds one another
difficulty to an early diagnosis.
Fortunately, medical research proves that the brain structure would un-
dergo specific and measurable deformation since early AD. As a result, an-
alyzing the MR brain images provides a possible solution to a trustworthy
early diagnosis. Over years, medical research has been carried out and differ-
ent criteria to analyze the brain for the AD detection has been proposed. In
particular, many reports conclude that the hippocampus (Hipp) is affected
in the earliest stage of AD [5, 6, 7]. Since then, analyzing the hippocampal
atrophy for early AD detection is deeply studied. Most research takes the
relative volume change of Hipp as the main criteria for classifying AD from
aMCI and normal control (NC) subjects, as supported by medical reports
that Hipp atrophy is a common sign in AD progression [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13].
The discriminative power of Hipp volume in AD detection might be improved
after considering more features on the Hipp surface [14, 15].
The difficulty in utilizing other Hipp surface features lie on the fact that
there is no recognizable biomarker on the Hipp surface [16]. It is thus hard
to obtain a reliable surface correspondence. Nevertheless, Hipp is known to
have a genus-0 topology, i.e. an object without holes. As such, by the the-
ory of partial differential equation, the geometry of Hipp can be described
by a sequence of functions called the spherical harmonics (SPHARM) [17].
Each member of the sequence describes certain global geometry of the corre-
sponding Hipp. The correspondence between an Hipp an its corresponding
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sequence of SPHARM coefficients is unique up to an isometry. Therefore,
utilizing the SPHARM coefficients for AD diagnosis has also be studied by
a number of researchers [18, 19, 20, 21]. However, such approach fails to
report an expectedly high classification accuracy. Not only numerical errors
may occur due to bad meshing of the Hipp surface, the need to truncate the
SPHARM sequence to lower order terms so as to improve the computational
cost greatly limits the discrimative power of the method. Therefore, a better
approach over the volumetric method and the SPHARM-based method is
still in demand.
In this work, we propose the QC-SPHARM model to utilize the Hipp
surface geometric distortion combined with other metrics including volume
changes for early AD detection. Given a database of pre-labelled brain scan
(.nii extension), we use the AccuBrain® [22] algorithm to segment the left
Hipp volume from the data. The process is validated and edited by neurosci-
entists to ensure the segmentation accuracy. We then use the ITK-SNAP®
[23] to extract the surface from the volume. To compare surfaces based on
their surface geometry, a pertinent mean template surface plays an important
role. In this work, we apply the SHREC scheme [24] (which is based on the
SPHARM theory) to construct a mean template surface of all NC subjects.
The mean surface demonstrates the overall geometry a normal Hipp. Each
Hipp is then registered to this mean surface using the SPHARM registra-
tion. The truncated SPHARM coefficients of each Hipp is imposed onto the
mean surface accordingly. This results in a vertex-wise correspondence be-
tween each Hipp and hence the local geometric distortions of each Hipp from
the mean surface at each vertex is studied. We measure the local geomet-
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ric distortions in terms of conformality distortions and curvatures distortions.
Combining all these measurements result in a shape index which gives a com-
plete description of the geometric distortions involved. That is, if the shape
index of two Hipps are identical, then the two Hps are also identical up to a
rigid motion. The shape index is then combined with the SPHARM and/or
the volume distortion of the corresponding Hipp from the mean surface to
form a feature vector. After applying a bagging strategy incorporating t-test
algorithm to further enhance the discriminative power of it, the support vec-
tor machine (SVM) is used to build a machine to classify AD subjects from
the others. Whenever a new (unlabelled) subject is present, by registering his
segmented Hipp surface to the mean surface and then computing the shape
index of it, the SVM machine can automatically label if the subject belongs
to the AD class. The proposed framework is partly inspired by [25].
The proposed QC-SPHARM model has three main contributions. Firstly,
the automatic generation of the template reference surface allows the study
of surface geometric deformations without requesting longitudinal data (i.e.
different time frame) from the same patient. After being scanned once, the
Hipp surface is registered to the mean surface and this deformation provides
much important measurements to the classification machine. This allows
rapid diagnosis and facilitates the medication pipeline a lot. Secondly, the
QC-SPHARM model combines the local geometric distortions, including the
conformality distortion, the Gaussian curvature distortion and the mean cur-
vature distortion, with the SPHARM coefficients and the global volume dis-
tortion to form the feature vector. Such joint-force of different measurements
provides more freedom on the choices of the discriminating features and im-
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proves the classification accuracy. Lastly, the QC-SPHARM model applies
the SVM on the feature vectors mentioned above, which involves both local
and global geometric measurements. With the Gaussian radial basis function
(RBF) kernel used, the classification model is both accurate and stable.
The proposed framework is tested with subjects from the Alzheimer’s
Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database 1 and the results are com-
pared with other traditional models on the same dataset. It is evident that
the proposed framework is accurate in classifying AD from normal control
subjects, as well as detecting aMCI patients having a higher possibility of
progressing into AD.
2. Data
There are two main aspects in AD diagnosis. On one hand, it is important
to be able to detect AD subjects from those NC subjects. To validate the
accuracy of the proposed model in this aspect, we collected a dataset con-
sisting of 110 AD patients and 110 NC subjects from the ADNI database.
On the other hand, it is reported that aMCI is an intermediate stage in
the progression of AD. Whether an aMCI patient would progress into AD
is hence crucial for early AD diagnosis. The MCI-AD converter is defined
when a subject’s diagnostic status has advanced during the two-year period.
We use the aMCI-AD label to denote subjects who transitioned from MCI to
1Data used in preparation of this article were obtained from the Alzheimer’s Disease
Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database (adni.loni.usc.edu). As such, the investigators
within the ADNI contributed to the design and implementation of ADNI and/or provided
data but did not participate in analysis or writing of this report. A complete listing of
ADNI investigators can be found at: http://adni.loni.usc.edu/wp-content/uploads/
how_to_apply/ADNI_Acknowledgement_List.pdf
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AD from baseline to 24-month follow-up examinations. And we also use the
aMCI-stable label to denote those who kept his/her baseline diagnosis for
the whole two-year period. In this work, we collected a dataset consisting of
20 aMCI-stable patients and 20 aMCI-AD patients. The MRI data analyzed
in this paper are all baseline scans. Table (1) summarizes the composition
of the two database involved in this work.
Database # Class NC # Class AD # Class aMCI-stable # Class aMCI-AD
A 110 110 - -
B - - 20 20
Table 1: Composition of the 2 datasets involved
The left hippocampus (Hipp) of each subject in the ADNI database is
segmented using the AccuBrain® [22]. The ITK-SNAP® [23] is then used to
further extract the surface from the Hipp volume data. Fig. 1 shows some
examples of the segmented left hippocampal surface. Each surface consists
of approximately 2,500 vertices.
Figure 1: Examples of segmented hippocampal surfaces in the database
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3. Method
The proposed QC-SPHARM model is explained in this section in detail.
The SPHARM-based registration method is explained in the first subsection.
After obtaining a vertex-wise correspondence between different Hipps, the lo-
cal geometric distortions from the mean surface can be computed, which is
the main scope of the second subsection. Finally, the geometric measure-
ments can be combined with other quantities such as the SPHARM coef-
ficients and the relative Hipp volume to form a feature vector. For easier
discussion, we elaborate the following discussions in reference to the dataset
A, i.e. NC versus AD patients. Most steps can be followed directly by re-
placing NC subjects by aMCI-stable patients, and AD patients by aMCI-AD
patients respectively.
Data used in the preparation of this article were obtained from the Alzheimer’s
Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database (adni.loni.usc.edu). The
ADNI was launched in 2003 as a public-private partnership, led by Principal
Investigator Michael W. Weiner, MD. The primary goal of ADNI has been to
test whether serial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission to-
mography (PET), other biological markers, and clinical and neuropsycholog-
ical assessment can be combined to measure the progression of mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) and early Alzheimer’s disease (AD)
3.1. Surface registration
In this work, we propose to detect AD by analyzing the geometric de-
formation of each Hipp surface to a mean surface. The construction of a
pertinent mean surface is crucial.
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In our QC-SPHARM model, the first task is to construct a relevant mean
surface and elaborate a mutual vertex-wise correspondences between subjects
to facilitate comparison of local geometric distortions. In prior to this step,
we need to improve the mesh quality in terms of triangulation regularity
since it is a crucial factor to the accuracy of the registration. In this work,
the mesh quality is improved by applying the Laplacian smoothing to each
subject, followed by a mesh simplification step and then a a mesh refinement
step to improve the vertex density of the surfaces. The edge lengths of the
resultant meshes are less deviated. Fig. 2 demonstrates the sample surfaces
as in Fig. 1 after the quality improvement process.
Figure 2: Examples of improved hippocampal surfaces
Denote each Hipp surface (after quality improvement) by Mˆi = (Vˆi, Fˆi),
where Vˆi and Fˆi is the vertex set and the face set of Mˆi respectively. To
register between surfaces, we use the spherical harmonics (SPHARM) to
establish fully automatic registration. Note that each Hipp surface must
have a spherical topology. In the SPHARM theory [26], there is a sequence
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of Fourier basis function
Y ml (θ, φ) =
√
(2l + 1)(l −m)!
4(l +m)!
Pml (cosθ)exp(imφ), (1)
named the spherical harmonics, that can completely describe any spherical
object. In other words, each Hipp surface Mˆi can be represented by
vˆji = vˆi(θ
j
i , φ
j
i ) =
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
rml,iY
m
l (θ
j
i , φ
j
i ), (2)
for each vˆji ∈ Vˆi, where rml,i is the 3-dimensional Fourier coefficients (called
the SPHARM coefficients) of Mˆi corresponding to Y
m
l . The correspondence
between each Mˆi and its spherical harmonics is unique. Each term in the RHS
of equation (2) describes part of the geometry of the Hipp surface. It is noted
that lower order terms describe more general geometry, and higher order
terms describe some finer details of the surface geometry. While including
higher order terms of {Y ml } can increase the discrimative power of the model,
in practice it puts large burdens to the computational cost. Therefore, it is
common to truncate the high order terms of {Y ml }. In particular, all the
terms beyond order 31 are truncated in this work. Therefore, each Mˆi is
approximated by
vˆi(θ
j
i , φ
j
i ) ≈
31∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
rml,iY
m
l (θ
j
i , φ
j
i ). (3)
To compare the geometry among Hipp surfaces in the database, a refer-
ence template surface is needed. In this work, the reference surface is chosen
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to be the mean surface M0 of all the NC subjects, which is constructed as
follows.
Firstly, we apply the SHREC algorithm [24] on the collection of those NC
subjects. The SHREC algorithm mutually aligns the underlying SPHARM
parametrization {rml,i} of each HP surface to give the parametrization {r¯ml }
of the mean surface. For more details of the SHREC algorithm, readers are
referred to [24]. After constructing the mean parametrization {r¯ml }, a tem-
plate spherical mesh S0 = (Vˆ0, F0) is constructed to provide a triangulation
to the mean surface. Hence, the mean surface M0 = (V0, F0) is constructed
by imposing {r¯ml } onto S0:
vj0 = v0(θ
j, φj) =
31∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
r¯ml Y
m
l (θ
j, φj) (4)
for each vj0 ∈ V0. In this work, the template mesh is constructed by N =
8, 000 vertices. Fig. 3 shows the spherical template mesh S0 and the con-
structed mean surface M0 for reference. It is noted that the meaning of
creating a mean template surface is to demonstrate a normal Hipp surface
of a healthy subject. Therefore, in manipulating with the dataset B, we still
use the above mean surface (4) as the template reference surface in this step.
As for the mutual registration between surfaces, each registered surface
Mi = (Vi, Fi) is constructed by imposing the SPHARM coefficients {rml,i} of
Mˆi onto the spherical meshes S0. That is,
vji = vi(θ
j, φj) =
31∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
rml,iY
m
l (θ
j, φj). (5)
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Figure 3: (Left) Spherical template surface S0; (Right) The constructed mean surfaces M0
Therefore, each surface Mi has the same number of vertices (as that of
the mean surface M0) and each vertex vi ∈ Vi is one-to-one corresponded
across subject indices i. The face set Fi for each subject is indeed inherited
from S0, i.e. Fi = F0 for all subjects. Fig. 4 demonstrates some examples
of the registered Hipp surfaces. Fig. 5 further visualizes, by coloring, the
vertex-wise correspondences among the surfaces.
Figure 4: Examples of registered hippocampal surfaces
3.2. Geometric measurements
From the registration step, the surface registration fi : M0 → Mi is
obtained for each hippocampal surface Mi. That is, fi(v
j
0) = v
j
i for all i, j.
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Figure 5: Visualization of the vertex-correspondences of the registered hippocampal sur-
faces
To quantitatively measure the shape deformation, a vertex-wise shape index
is designed using the conformality distortion and the curvatures distortions
to analyze the geometric distortion of M0 from Mi. The shape index E
i
shape :
fi(M0)→ R+ is defined by
Eishape(v
j) = γ|µ(fi)(vj0)|+α|H(vj0)−H(fi(vj0))|+β|K(vj0)−K(fi(vj0))|, (6)
where α, β, γ > 0 are weighting parameters. |µ(fi)(vj0)| is the conformality
distortion term defined by
|µ(fi)(vj0)| = |
∂fi
∂z¯
(vj0)|/|
∂fi
∂z
(vj0)|, (7)
and H and K are the mean curvature and the Gaussian curvature respec-
tively. In particular, the conformality distortion term µ detects the local
geometric distortion in an infinitesimal scale. Examples of using the con-
formality distortion to aid detecting abnormal deformations can be found in
[25, 27]. The shape index is a complete descriptor to measure the deforma-
tion of the Hipp surface. If Eishape = E
j
shape for any given α, β, γ, then the
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corresponding surfaces Mi and Mj are identical up to a rigid motion.
In the proposed QC-SPHARM model, we combine the shape index (6)
with the SPHARM coefficients and the global volume distortion, such that
the feature vector ci of each subject Mi reads
ci = (ei,1, ei,2, . . . , ei,N |ri,1, ri,2, . . . , ri,K |vi), (8)
where eij = ei,j = E
i
shape(v
j), ri,k = rik is the collection of all SPHARM
coefficients of Mi in sequence, and vi is the global volume distortion of Mi
from the mean surface. Combining all the feature vectors gives the feature
matrix C:
C =

e1,1 . . . e1,N r1,1 . . . r1,K v1
...
...
...
...
...
ei,1 . . . ei,N ri,1 . . . ri,K vi
...
...
...
...
...
eM,1 . . . eM,N rM,1 . . . rM,K vM

(9)
Each row of C captures the degree of geometric distortions of M0 from
Mi at all vertices. Each column of C captures the degree of the geometric
distortions at a common vertex of all subjects.
However, it is noted that in practice, not every observation has the same
determining power in classifying the NC/AD class. Including observations
having low discriminative power may hinder the classification accuracy. To
solve this issue, the QC-SPHARM is incorporated with the t-test to extract
a subset Ω of the original set of all observations, at which the geometric
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distortions due to the progression of AD is the most obvious.
To improve the stability of the t-test, the bagging strategy [28] is incor-
porated. Firstly, we rewrite the matrix C in the equation (9) by
C =

c1,1 . . . c1,j . . . c1,N+K+1
...
...
...
ci,1 . . . ci,j . . . ci,N+K+1
...
...
...
cM,1 . . . cM,j . . . cM,N+K+1

(10)
We perform M independent iterations. In the i-th iteration, the i-th subject
(i.e. the i-th row of C in equation (10)) is excluded. The classical t-test is
performed on the remaining M − 1 subjects to obtain a p-value pij for each
j-th feature. The M testes are combined by setting
pj = min
i
(pij). (11)
The statistically significant regions can thus be extracted by the index set:
Ω = {j1, j2, . . . , jn} (12)
where the jk’s are selected by the criterion
pjk ≤ pcut (13)
in which pcut ∈ (0, 1) is a global constant threshold parameter. In other
words, the QC-SPHARM model extracts all the features having p-value less
15
than or equal to pcut.
3.3. The classification model
Once the statistical significant region Ω is extracted, the shape deforma-
tions at those statistical significant features can be analyzed and the classi-
fication model can be built. For each subject Mi, the discriminating feature
vector c˜i can be extracted by
c˜i = (ci,j1 , ..., ci,jk , ..., ci,jn). (14)
Combining the discriminating feature vectors of all subjects together gives
the discriminating feature matrix C˜:
C˜ =

c1,j1 c1,j2 . . . c1,jk . . . c1,jn
...
...
...
...
ci,j1 ci,j2 . . . ci,jk . . . ci,jn
...
...
...
...
cM,j1 cM,j2 . . . cM,jk . . . cM,jn

. (15)
The discriminative feature matrix captures those features providing the most
significant information for the desired classification. In the proposed QC-
SPHARM model, the SVM is employed to fit the data C˜. The SVM method
finds the best hyperplane w·x−b = 0 to separate the two classes. In practice,
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the algorithm solves the minimization problem:
min
w,b
1
2
wT ·w (16)
subject to yi
(
w · c˜i + b) ≥ 1 (17)
where yi is the class label for the i-th subject. In this work, we set yi = 1
for NC subjects and yi = −1 for AD subject. To better suit a nonlinear
classification environment, the kernel trick policy is used to replace the usual
dot product in equation (17) by the Gaussian radial basis function (RBF)
Kη(vi,vj) = exp(−η||vi − vj||22) (18)
for any vectors vi,vj, where η > 0 is a global parameter. Readers are referred
to [29] for more details of the SVM.
Once the minimization problem (17) is solved, the QC-SPHARM clas-
sification machine is ready. For any new unlabelled subject x, the Hipp
surface Mˆx is segmented and then registered to the template mean surface
M0 by imposing the SPHARM coefficients onto S0 as in equation (5). The
registered surface Mx is thus available and hence the feature vector cx, is
computed as defined in equation (8). The discriminating feature vector c˜x
is then extracted by the t-test as described above and finally, the class label
for subject x is given by
yx = sign(Kη(w, c˜x) + b) (19)
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where sign(·) is the sign function given by
sign(x) =
1, if x ≥ 0,−1, if x < 0. (20)
4. Model Evaluation
In this section, the classification results on the two datasets (ref. to (1))
are investigated. For the dataset A, we randomly separate the data into
a training group and a testing group. For each class, the training group
has 70 subjects and the testing group contains the remaining 40 subjects.
Combining the two different classes, we have altogether 140 subjects in the
training group and 80 subjects in the testing group. Similar separation is
done to the dataset B such that the training group contains 15 subjects from
each class and the testing group contains the remaining 5 subjects from each
class. The training group is used to build the classification machine and the
testing group is used to evaluate the accuracy of the machine. The random
process is repeated for 1, 000 times to reduce bias to any particular data
separation. In all the following discussions, the accuracy of the model is
taken to be the mean classification accuracy over the 1, 000 iterations.
There are several parameters in the proposed model. In particular, we
set η = 1 in the RBF (18) for the SVM, and (α, β, γ) = (0.1, 0.1, 1) for
the shape index weighting (6). The SPHARM coefficients for each Hipp are
restricted up to order l = 31. The threshold parameter pcut is varied along the
range [0.0001, 0.5]. The variation of the accuracy with varying parameters
is studied. The results are also compared with other classification criterion,
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including the change in volume and the SPHARM coefficients, instead of the
proposed shape index.
4.1. The classification accuracy
For the dataset A, the best classification accuracy is obtained at the
threshold parameter pcut = 0.001, giving a correct classification rate of 85.2%,
with a sensitivity (i.e. correctly detecting AD) of 86.5% and a specificity
(correctly detecting NC) of 83.9%. For the dataset B, the best accuracy is
81.2% obtained at pcut = 0.025, with sensitivity 80.5% (correctly detecting
aMCI-AD) and specificity 81.9% (correctly detecting aMCI-stable). Table
(2) records the details of the classification accuracy and figure (6) plots the
accuracy of the model versus the variation of the thresholding pcut.
Database pcut
# of features incorporated
Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy
shape index SPHARM coef volume
A 0.001 4,447 50 1 86.5% 83.9% 85.2%
B 0.025 337 425 0 80.5% 81.9% 81.2%
Table 2: Classification accuracy of the proposed model incorporating with other features
including the SPHARM coefficients of the Hipp surface and the Hipp volume change
4.2. Comparison with other algorithms
To better validate the classification power of the QC-SPHARM model,
we compare our proposed algorithm with other approaches for early AD
diagnosis, in particular, the QC model proposed in [25], Hipp-volume-based
method and the SPHARM method.
In the QC model proposed in [25], the longitudinal data (i.e. different
time frame) of each subject is obtained and the surface correspondences are
constructed using the center-line algorithm. The shape index is used as the
19
Figure 6: Variation in the classification accuracy (%) versus the change in threshold
parameter pcut
discriminating features on the surfaces and a t-test is applied to extract the
vertices having high discriminating power. Lastly, a L2 norm based metric
is defined on the feature vector space to set up a discriminating criterion to
classify each subject. Readers are referred to the paper for more details. It
is noted that since there is no longitudinal data available for both database,
we replace the surface correspondences elaborated in [25] by the SPHARM
correspondences as mentioned in the last sections.
In the traditional Hipp-volume-based method, the subject is scanned mul-
tiple times in an interval of half year to one year. The Hipp volumetric data
is segmented from the 3D image and the change in relative Hipp volume is
recorded. Once a database of pre-labelled data is available, the mean of the
Hipp volume change can be calculated for the NC class and for the AD class
respectively. Labelling a new subject is therefore to check if the Hipp volume
change is closer to the mean of the NC class or that of the AD class. How-
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ever, as for early AD diagnosis, it is undesirable to take multiple brain scans
over long time before a diagnosis result is available. Instead, we compute
relative Hipp volume by dividing the Hipp volume by the total brain mask
volume. The relative volume should be small if the Hipp is shrinking, and
thus is believed to be helpful to the classification.
In the SPHARM method, the SPHARM coefficients of the Hipp surface
of each subject is used directly as the discriminating features. In particular,
we use the SPHARM coefficients up to order l = 31, which corresponds
to 961 terms in the equation (5). Since each rml,i is a 3-dimensional vector
corresponding to the x−, y− and z−coordinate respectively, and each term
is a complex number which can be separated into the real part and the
imaginary part, altogether we have 961 × 3 × 2 = 5, 766 features on each
Hipp surface. The bagging-incorporated t-test is applied on the features to
extract those with high discriminative power. Then the SVM (17) with the
Gaussian RBF kernel (18) is applied to build the classification machine.
The above three models are applied to both the dataset A and the dataset
B and the results are compared with that of the QC-SPHARM model. The
results are recorded in table (3).
Database # training # testing Method Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy
A 140 80
QC-SPHARM 86.5% 83.9% 85.2%
QC 82.0% 79.5% 80.8%
Volume 71.6% 75.2% 73.4%
SPHARM 78.6% 76.1% 77.4%
B 30 10
QC-SPHARM 80.5% 81.9% 81.2%
QC 77.2% 78.4% 77.8%
Volume 66.3% 65.5% 65.9%
SPHARM 75.3% 75.2% 75.1%
Table 3: Comparison of the classification accuracy among the proposed model, the volume-
based model and the SPHARM model on the dataset A and the dataset B
21
From the table (3), our proposed QC-SPHARM model consistently out-
performs the other three methods. In classifying the dataset A, our algorithm
has a 5-12% advantage in accuracy over other methods. This validates that
combining different type of geometric distortions are more discriminating
than a single-type measurement. In classifying the dataset B, our algorithm
has a 4-16% advantage over the other methods. In particular, we observe
that the difference in Hipp volume between the aMCI-stable class and the
aMCI-AD class is just mild, compared to that in geometric distortions. After
all, it is now evident that the proposed geometric distortions are more effec-
tive in discriminating between (possible) AD patients and NC/aMCI-stable
subjects.
4.3. Visualizing the shape index
The shape index Eshape (in the equation (6) included in the QC-SPHARM
model can be visualized on the Hipp surface. In particular, the statistical
significant region Ω, restricted on the shape index space Eshape, can be high-
lighted on the Hipp surface. However, note that even by setting a constant
threshold parameter pcut in each of the 1, 000 iterations of random separation
of the database, the composition of Ω is still different due to the variation of
the training dataset. Therefore, we randomly pick one result from the 1, 000
iterations. For the dataset A, the threshold parameter pcut = 0.001 corre-
sponds to 4, 447 vertices being included in the statistical significant region Ω.
For the dataset B, pcut = 0.025 corresponds to 377 vertices being included in
Ω. The region Ω is highlighted on a sample Hipp surface in the figure (7).
From the above results, it can be seen that the two classes in each database
show significantly different local geometric distortion patterns from the mean
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(a) dataset A (b) dataset B
Figure 7: Highlight of the statistical significant region Ω (in red) on a sample Hipp surface
template surface. The difference between NC and AD subjects is larger
than that between aMCI-stable subjects and aMCI-AD subjects, as a larger
region is recorded to achieve a higher discrimative power for the former case.
As the two classes in the dataset B are both in the stage of aMCI, such
result is expected indeed. In classifying between AD and NC subjects, most
significant difference in the local geometric distortion patterns happen on
both tips of the Hipp surface, as well as the curvy regions in the middle
part of it. In the classification between aMCI-stable subjects and aMCI-AD
subjects, it is observed that about half (186 out of 377) of those selected
vertices in Ω are also included in Ω while classifying between AD and NC
subjects. We believe this finding is helpful for further clinical research.
5. Conclusion
This work presents a new model, the QC-SPHARM, using the hippocam-
pus (Hipp) surface data for early diagnosis of the Alzheimer’s Disease (AD).
The study regards both the classification between AD patients and normal
control (NC) subjects, as well as between amnestic mild cognitive impair-
ment (aMCI) patients who would probably advance into AD in a two-year
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period and who would rather remain stable. The model represents the Hipp
surface of each subject using the spherical harmonics (SPHARM) theory. A
template surface of a normal Hipp is created from the database of NC sub-
jects using the SHREC scheme. Each Hipp surface in the database is then
registered to the template surface. Afterwards, geometric distortions includ-
ing the conformality distortions, the curvatures distortions, the SPHARM
coefficients and the volume distortion of each Hipp surface from the tem-
plate surface are computed to formulate a feature vector for each subject.
After applying a bagging-strategy-incorporated t-test on the feature vectors
to extract those vertices having discriminating power, the support vector ma-
chine (SVM) with the Gaussian radial basis function (RBF) kernel is utilized
to build the classification machine.
The proposed model is tested with two datasets collected from the ADNI
database, one of size 220 and another one of size 40. The results show
that the model can achieve 81-85% accuracy on the two database, which is
consistently higher than using other models including the QC model [25],
the classical Hipp-volume based method and the SPHARM method by a
significant margin. In the future, the model can be put on a deep learning
setting to further boost both the classification accuracy and the processing
time.
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